
The writing team of Rich 
Armstrong and Ben Misterka has 
come together to make music for 
Facebook’s new sound collection 
content library.  The Defcon 6 
productions team are poised and 
ready to release high quality music 
to be used for film and video 
scoring.


Both are members of Misterka’s 
band Collectivity, a carefully mined 
collective of some of the best 
musicians in the Bay Area.  
Between the two of them they can 
virtually cover every instrument and 

voice in a studio setting.  Misterka is 
a gifted guitar player that has a wonderful command of all things stringed and Armstrong 
covers the brass, vocals, and percussion.  Both are gifted writers and have penned for and run 
successful bands both in the Bay Area and in Asia.   Both have also toured with major artists 
and come together frequently to support worldwide rap sensation Lyrics Born on his live 
shows.


Rich Armstrong is one of the busiest musicians in the SF Bay Area, combining a successful 
live musician career with a chart writing business that sees his scores played by many local 
schools.   He is the band leader for the 415s, one of the bay’s top cover bands and tours with 
Tony Toni Toné and Cold Blood.  His recent credits include a short movie making the festival 
circuit rounds (and winning prizes!) called “Frank’s Last Job”(Rey Godoy).  Other credits 
include scoring and performing horns in Karaoke Revolution (2003) and scoring for strings, 
boy’s choir, and horns and performing in the telecast of Train’s “Christmas in SF” for Amazon 
Movies.  He also contributed a song for a highly rated 2015 short film called “Roller Coaster” 
that is currently for rent on Amazon. (Bradley Hawkins, Director)


Ben Misterka has recently moved to the Bay Area after mounting a highly successful career in 
Asia.  He currently tours with Bay Area Hip Hop artists Lyrics Born and Con Brio and played 
with Asian Pop Super Stars Tan Wei Wei and Yu Quan.  He has produced many albums and 
was the musical director and music program creator for a Shanghai venue called Shake.  He is 
a composer of note, writing the bulk of original tunes for Collectivity, and an amazingly skilled 
lead guitarist who’s skills have him quickly rising among the ranks of Bay Area players.



